Since Discordian ex-communications generally have little or no effect, due to the fact that most
people are not Erisians (and therefore don't care), and those who are Erisians can always de-excommunicate themselves, I've decided to do something about that: declare the existence of, and
define, “ex-communication from all of humanity.”
I hereby decree, speaking ex Cathedra with all my Popely powers, that all Discordians now hereby
have the power to ex-communicate other people from all of humanity. This means that anyone
who is ex-communicated from all of humanity are:
A. Doomed to freeze for a single eternity in Macarena. (But just one eternity, not all of
them.)
B. They're not allowed to come to all our cool parties and stuff.
C. No human Afterlife Place will take them, for they will be banned from all of those places
(with the exception, of course, of Macarena).
a. Alien or animal heavens might take them. It's that or be Earthbound for ever.
b. The upside to this: People who would have been going to Hell are now free of
that! (Though they were anyway, thanks to Papal Brief number 25: “Kihbdohn-Spwiin AhtahviAhnai Seh Spwiin da-Bahn,” which posthumously and prehumously baptises everyone either dead,
living, or not yet born as a Discordian.)
Of course, Discordians can still use their Popely powers to de-ex-communicate themselves back
into humanity if they want to (why???), but other people are doomed. DOOMED I SAY! Shit outta
luck. Sorry. Rotten luck. I suppose you could beg a Discordian to de-ex-communicate you back
into all of humanity. Or become a “Discordian-for-a-day”! (Limit one per customer per year, no
purchase required, void where prohibited. Or not.)
Okay, okay, so Papal Decree #25 nullifies any real effect of this Decree. So what? It's something
new and fun for us Discordians to play with. And we don't have to tell the poor cabbages about
decree number 25. *wink wink nudge nudge* Know what I mean, know what I mean? Say no more,
say no more?

Signed,

